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Synopsis
• Introduction
• Review of TG262 external survey questions
about information storage in the electronic
chart
– Storage formats for some standard chart
elements
– Utilization of free text notes by clinical staff
– Documentation of physics checks
– Type of approvals and how commonly they
are used
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Types of chart elements and how they are stored
Common Chart Elements**

Electronic formats
•Not stored in RO-EMR
•Scanned or imported
•Form or template
•Free text note

**Quality and Safety in Radiation Oncology, edited by Adam P. Dicker, MD,
PhD, Tim R. Williams, MD, and Eric C. Ford, PhD (Volume Editors), Demos
Medical Publishing

Context is important
• Example- checklists:
– Advantages
• Possibility of electronic interlocks such that treatment cannot
proceed without completion of the checklist
• Potential to perform quick audits of checklist conformance
– Disadvantages of poor implementation
• Electronic documents can be challenging in some EMRs
• They can tie a user to a computer terminal- this is important to
be aware of for time critical procedures

Fong de los Santos et al, MPPG 4a. Development, implementation, use, and maintenance
of safety checklists, JACMP vol 16(3) 2015

SURVEY QUESTION

How are the common elements of a
radiation oncology paper chart stored in
the RO-EMR? Choose one of the
following methods:
•
•
•
•

A: Not stored in RO-EMR
B: Scanned or imported into RO-EMR
C: Form or template in RO-EMR
D: Free text note in RO-EMR
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Breakdown of responses
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ARIA vs MOSAIQ

Brachytherapy/non-std written directive
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50% of respondents said that brachy/non-std written
directive is available from other locations in the hospital.
36% said it is not. 13% did not know.
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How do you document special circumstances
(pregnancy, ICD, etc)?
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SURVEY QUESTION
Please specify whether each group listed
below uses free text notes in your RO-EMR
(ARIA journal, MOSAIQ On-Tx notes, etc) Yes
or No
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SURVEY QUESTION

Do you use the RO-EMR to document
incomplete treatments, missed appointments,
or machine failures? Yes or No
N

Y

ARIA, MOSAIQ comparable
Check for saveback errors!

N

N
Y

ARIA, MOSAIQ comparable

Y
Breakdown for machine
failures:
ARIA=51%
MOSAIQ=74%
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Documentation of physics checks
Initial, weekly, EOT
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SURVEY QUESTION

• Please indicate how your “signatures” are
documented for each document type.
– A. Electronic approval with a password
– B. Completion of an electronic task or QCL item
– C. Hand written signature, pdf signature, etc
that is scanned in or imported
– D. Signature is on paper (not scanned in to ROEMR)
– E. Other

MD signatures – Rx, plan, chart rounds
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Physics signatures

Summary
• Context is important when determining how to store different types of
information most effectively.
• Most users utilize forms or templates for most standard chart elements
• The brachytherapy/non-standard treatment device directive was not as
electronically integrated as external beam.
• Use of free text notes predictably parallels usage of ad hoc notes to the
treatment record in the paper chart
• Incomplete treatments, missed appointments and machine failures and
documented in the RO-EMR more often than not.
• Physics checks are most commonly documented as tasks alone
however many have accompanying forms
• Approvals are most commonly applied via electronic authentication
though tasks are also common for certain elements.

Thank you!
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